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1. Introductiopt. Recently, many results on H‑spaces have been obtained
(e.g. [4] and [6)], however, it seems to be known only a few facts about co‑H‑

spaces. In the present paper we shall show the existence of homological co‑
inverses for appropriate co‑H‑spaces, which is a partial dual of I. M. James'
Theorem (cf [2]).
We work in the category of pointed Hausdor￡f spaces, and so homotopies are
base point preserving homotopies.

NoTATioNs: Let (X,xe) and(Y, yo) be given two spaces. Then wedge product

XVY=X×{ye}U{xo}xYcX×Y with the base point (xo, yo);

inclusions i'i : X‑XVY, i'2 : Y‑XVY;
projections P'i : XVY‑X, P'2:XVY‑ Y;
smash product XAY = X × Y!XVY with the identification topology;

folding map V: XVX‑X defined by V(x,xo)=]x==:V(xo,x);
{X, Y}. :={f:(X, xe) ‑(Y, yo) continuous maps} with the compact‑open topology

and the base point Ov.:X‑ye;
[X, Y]o = {X, Y]･ol{homotopy}.

2. Prelimimaries. We shall begin with
Definition. Given a space (X,e), a co‑multiPlication tt' on X is a continuous

map st':X‑XVX which makes the following diagram homotopy‑commutative:

1VOe

XVX ‑･ XVX

L7 , XV

X

X.

psXxvx ‑ xvx/K7
Oe Vl ‑

e is the homotoPy co‑unit of pt', and the triple (X, e, pt') is a co‑H‑space.

Let (X, ex, pt'x) and (Y, ey, pt'v) be given two co‑H‑spaces, a continuous map
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'
f:X‑Y is a co‑H‑maP, provided that the following diagram is homotopy
commutatlve:

f

X ‑Y

pt,.L Sptt..

XVX ‑‑YVY
fVf

then2 3ieylr.seMaincao'"H?septaii' ex' pt'x) and (Y, ey, Lt'y) be given two co‑H‑spaces,

Proof. Let T': XVYoYVX 1]e the switching map, i.e.,
T'(x, ey)=(ey, x) and T'(ex, y) =::(y, ex),
then the composition

ptt.Vpt. IVT'Vl

tt' : XVY ‑ XVXVYVY H‑'‑ym'r

XVYVXVY

is a co‑multiplication on XV Y.
2.2. Proposition. Let (X, e) be a given sPace. A necessary and szdi7cient con‑
dition for (X, e) being a co‑H‑sPace is that
(") for any (Y, yG), {X, Y'jio has a fttnctorial H‑structure having O. as a homotopy unit.

Proof. Necessity. Assume that (X, e) is a co‑H‑space with the co‑multipli‑
cation st'. Define pt:{X, Y"Jo × {X, Y}o ‑ {X, Y}o by
Fe (L g) ‑: XV (fV g)pt' for all .f; g E {X, Y]･e.

If W(C,U) is a sub‑basic open set containing pt(f,g), i.e., C is a compact set in

X, and U is an open set in Y, such that pt(L g)(C)cU. Put tt'(C)=CiVC2, then
fff W(Ci,U), gE W<C2,U) and pt(YV(Ci, U), W(C2,U))c W(C, U). This implies the
continuity of pt. The remainder of proof is easy.

Sufficiency. Put It'=ri(ii',i2'): X‑)pXVX. Then,
VO(IVOe)O!t' = /.tO(SVO(1 V Oe)Oi.t', V(1 V Oe)Oi2')

=:= tt(1, Oe) N‑ 1,

'
where pt stands for the U‑structures of {X, XVX]･o and {X, X}e.
Rewtark. For co‑H‑groups, i. e. , co‑associative co‑H‑spaces with co‑inverses,
Proposition 2.2 holds without restriction on homotopy units. (cL [1]).
Remark If (X, e, st') is a co‑ H‑space, we have tt(iL i2')= Ft', and lt(Pi', P2')

r V･ '
2.3. Proposition. (Square }ewnma) Let (X, ex, pt') be a co‑H‑sPace and (Y, ey, lt)
an ff‑space. Then, two H‑strztctures on {X, Y}o, induced bN Lt' and Lt, are homotoPic.
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Moreover, {X, Y]‑e is homotoPy‑commutative.

Proof. See [1].

3. Additive systems,
Definition. A non‑empty set A is called an additive system, if there exists

a binary operation, called addition, +: A × A‑A, satisfying the following
two axioms
commutativity: for any a, b E A, a + b = b + a;
existence of 2ero: there exists an element O E A, such that

O+a=O for all aE A.
(Obviously, such an element is unique.)

Additive sub‑systems, homomorphisms, isomorphisms and so on, are defined
similarly as for groups.

Examples 1. Any monoid is an additive system.

2. LetX be a co‑U‑space, Y an H‑space, then [X, Y]o is an additive
system.

Definitin. Let Ai and A2 be given two additive systems. An additive system
A is called the direct sum of Ai and A2 if there exists an isomorphism f: A‑
AieA2, where AiOA2 is an additive system defined as follows:
Ai (D A2 = ･[(ai, a2)lai E Ai, a2 E A2},
(al, a2) t (al', a2t) == (al + al', a2 + a2t).

'

3.1. Proposition. Let A, Ai and A2 be given three additive systems. A is the
direct sum of Ai and A2 if and only if there exist homomorphisms

ii: Ai‑>A, i2: A2‑A and Pi: A‑Ai, P2: A‑A2,
'

such that

Plol.t = 1, P2ol,2= 1, Plof.2 ==: O, P2oll =i‑=‑ O,

and
tloPl + z2oP2 = 1.

Proof is easy, and omitted.
3.2. Lemma. Let (X,ex,,tt') beaco‑H‑sPace, (Y) ey, pt) an ll‑sPace and [.fl],

[fli] E [X, Y]o, then S<7(fi V fe) : XVX‑ YV Y‑ Y rePresents
p,r*[fli] + pi*[fl,] E [XVX, Y]o.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.3, we have the following homotopy commutative
diagram
Ap,txhP,'

.b// (xvx)×(xvx)s Y× VK
XV:,xXvx xvxvxvxue,pi'vf2piyv}./,i7 V
f, Vfe
This concludes our result.

3,3. Corollary. Let (X,ex,ft') be a co‑H‑sPace, (Y,ey,pt) an H‑sPace, then we

have [XVX, Y]ef¥[X, Y]oe[X, Y]o.
Proof. As easily seen, ih'"Pk'* :::: 6hk, h,le = 1,2. Letf be an arbitrary element

of [XVX, Y]e, then Lemma 3.2 implies that V[(.fii'V.fi2')] represents [fii'Pi']
+[.fi2'Pi] == Pi'"ii"[f] + P2''i2'"[f]. However,

V(fii' V fi2') = V(fVf)(ii' V ii)

= fV;W.X(ii' V i,')

== f'
Therefore, we have Pi"ii'*[f] +P2"i2'"[f] == [f]. By Proposition 3.1, we have
the desired result.

4. Main Theorem. To state our Theorem, we shall give the following
Defi"ition. Let (X,e,pt') be a given co‑H‑space. A continuou map vR': X‑‑>
X is a rig'ht homological co‑inverse of rt', provided that for any H‑space (Y, ey)

we have

[f]+[.13JR']=O for all [f] Ei [X, Y]o.
Similarly, a lef)f homolQgical co‑inverse vL' of pt' is defined.

4.1. Theorem. Let (X,e, r.t') be a co‑Ill'‑sPace. LIC X is a simPly connected CW‑
comPlex, (X,e,tt') has a right homological eo‑inverse vR' and a left homological co‑
inverse vL'.

In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we recall the following two theorems (cf.
[3]):

4.2. Theorein of J. ff.C. Whitehead. Let X and Y be simPly connected sPaces,

and let f: X‑Ybe a maP. Then, the following three statements are equivalent:
(i) for every n, fU,: H),(X)‑rz,(Y) is an isomorphism,
(ii) for every n and every coe.flfVcient grouP G, f": H"(Y; G) ‑‑‑> H"(X; G) is an

isomorPhism,

(iii) for every n, A: T.(X)‑z.(Y) is an isomorPhisnz.
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4.3. Theorewn. in the category of CW‑comPlexes, a weak homotoPy equivalence
is a homotoPy equivalence.

Preof of Theorem 4.1. Define pa: XVX‑‑XVX by the composition

(KVV 1) (1 V Lt'): XVX‑XVX VX ‑XVX.
For any integer n2. 1, and any abelian group G, we have
H"(XVX; G) A, pit*H'i(X; G)ep2'*ll"(X; G).

Let fi,h: X‑K(G,n) be representatives of ai, a2EH"(X; G) =: [X, K(G, n)]o,
respective!y. Then,

V'(A V fe) (1 V K<i7) (tt' V 1): XVX > K(G, n)
rePresents g"(Pl'"al + P2'*cr2). However, we have
Vi(f, V fe) (1 V KI7) (stt V 1) = K7(XV V 1) (f, V f, V fe)(Fi' V 1)

== V(( ‑fli + ‑fLi) V fLi)'
By Lemma 3. 2, it follows g"(Pi'*evi + P2'"ev2) =i: Pt'"(evi + ex2) + P2'"az This implies

that g" is an isomorphism. By virtue of Theorems 4.2and4.3, we conclude that
g is a homotopy equivalence.

Now, let (Y,ey) be an H‑space, andaE[X,Y]o. Define vR': X >X by the
following composition

P,togboiit: X ‑‑‑‑>pXVX‑X,
where ￠ is a homotopy inverse of g.

Using [XVX, Y]ofy [X, Y]o ‑F [X, Y]e and XC7 ::: Pi'+ P2', we have

(4.4) XV"a=(a, a) for allaE[X, Y]o.
Next, put ip"(O, a) =: (6, n), that is g"(e, ty) =: (O, a), which implies 6+ rp := O and

n=cr, hence e+a=O. Accordingly, we have '
(4.5) ￠*(O, a) == (e, cr) implies e+ct == O.
Lastly, let f be a representative a, then we have
[f] + [fov.'] = pt"(1 V ii')"(1 V gb)"(1 V P2')"Kl7*(ev)

== Fe'"(1 V ii'("(1 V ￠)'(1 V P2')"(a, ev) by (4. 4)

==;t'"(1Vii')"(1V￠)"(a, (O, cr))
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= st'"(1Vii')"(a, (g", v)) putting ￠*(O, a) = (e, o)

=a+G

=:=O by (4. 5) and commutativity,
Consequently, vR' is a right homological co‑inverse of rt'. Similanly, we may
show the existence of a left homological co‑inverse.
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